Abstract. A number of generic tools, some developed by the authors, some developed in cooperation with other teams and others available freely, are combined into an environment, called MPL from Multi Precision Lab, which offers a cross-platform variable precision alternative to Matlab. Among the tools we mention for instance our C/C ++ precompiler for type conversion, the GMP arithmetic library complemented with our own IEEE-854 compliant multi-radix multiprecision MpIeee library, the Boost matrix library, our own Matlab parser, the libraries FFCall and GNU Libtool. The functionality of the well-known Matlab toolboxes is available through the multiprecision equivalent of one's library of choice, generated using the same tools. We mention, among others, GSL, Numerical Recipes, an automatic differentiation toolkit [1], a hybrid polynomial solver [2] and so on.
Introduction
While symbolic computing environments have the tendency to also support variable precision numeric routines besides symbolic and exact arithmetic, popular numeric programming environments such as Matlab usually do not offer any higher precisions besides the standard hardware precisions.
Since predictions, based on the growth in the size of mathematical models solved as the memory and speed of computers increase, suggest that floatingpoint arithmetic with unit roundoff of the order of 10 −32 is needed for some applications on future supercomputers, we want to investigate the possibility to offer high precision floating-point and exact rational arithmetic in a Matlab-like environment.
Furthermore, numeric code that has passed an experimental stage, is often run in optimized and compiled form and not from within a computing environment. This feature is supported as well.
In the subsequent sections we discuss the building blocks that constitute the MPL environment. The sections 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, and 9 all concern packages developed by ourselves in the past few years.
In our context the notion high precision varies from more than 64 digits of binary precision to infinite precision rational arithmetic. A finite precision radix β arithmetic implementation (β = 2 i or β = 10 j ) is preferably fully IEEE-854 compliant. Such an implementation offers an additional benefit compared to the symbolic computing environments which do not comply with the floating-point standard(s).
Our infinite precision C ++ classes Rational and BigInt for rational and big integer arithmetic are based on the well-known GMP library [3] . For multiprecision floating-point arithmetic, a number of libraries have been developed in the past decade. We refer among others to MpIeee [4] , CLN [5] , FMLIB [6] , MPFR [7] and MPFUN [8] .
MpIeee is a C ++ class that offers fully IEEE-854 compliant, multi-radix and variable precision floating-point aritmetic. Its implementation allows to encapsulate the data structure together with the routines to create, manipulate and destroy this structure, thus offering an easy-to-use interface to the concept it implements. Furthermore, the possibility of operator overloading allows the use of the ordinary mathematical operators (such as +, −, /, ×, √ , but also sin, cos, abs, . . . ).
Operators have a big impact on the overall runtime performance, as their usage often involves the creation of several temporary objects. These temporaries come from the fact that the operator that is being called, does not know where the result will be stored. Instead, it creates a temporary object to store the result. To actually return the result, yet another (unnamed) temporary object is created, which is nothing more than an implicit copy of the result. It is needed because simply returning a reference to the result would most probably cause memory leakage. It is clearly necessary to try to avoid as many of these temporaries as possible, if not all.
In MpIeee, a technique called delayed evaluation is used to avoid the need for temporaries altogether. This technique, as its name indicates, consists in delaying the operation until it knows the existence of a target object to store the result. This is done using some interim object, called a proxy, which simply stores references to the operands and an indication of the operation to which it applies. The actual operation is then performed through a modified assignment operator which takes this interim object as its operand. This way, the assignment operator knows its target object (the left hand side of the operation) as well as which operation needs to be performed on the given operands (the right hand side of the operation). As such, the full computation can be executed without the need for any temporary objects.
This technique can be completely implemented using inline functions, which are almost always resolved at compile time when optimization settings apply. Hence it is the fastest approach we can aim for. In the sequel MpIeee is therefore our preferred multiprecision package. Besides being multi-radix and fast, it is also the only one in its class offering full IEEE-854 compliance.
With the exception of MPFUN, none of the high precision libraries comes with a transcription program to automatically convert existing source code, using standard precisions, into code that uses the multiprecision types of the library. This problem is addressed now.
In [9] we describe an easy to use, generic C/C ++ transcription program or precompiler for the conversion of C/C ++ source code into new code that uses a C ++ multiprecision library of choice. The precompiler can convert any type in the input source code to another type in the output source code. The input source can be C or C ++ , while the output code generated by the precompiler and using the new types, is C ++ . The type conversion is based on a simple configuration file, provided by the developer of the multiprecision library or by the user of the precompiler.
During the transcription of the code, special care is taken with respect to constants, among others to avoid the default conversion by the C ++ compiler of decimal literals to their standard double precision binary representation. Hence constants need to be signaled to the user of the precompiler to make sure that they are provided with sufficient accuracy. This can be guaranteed either by string initialization from the decimal literal or by providing sufficiently accurate representations in different radices for constants such as π, e, ln 2, √ 2, . . . . The precompiler can be told to skip the conversion of certain variables, such as the running variables in for-loops or even a complete function implementation. Use of the precompiler saves a lot of time and avoids errors that otherwise easily occur in a manual conversion. At the same time, great care has been taken to obtain precompiled code with performance similar to that of manually converted code.
High precision matrix library
The basic Matlab type is a matrix. Several matrix libraries are freely available, among which MTL (Matrix Template Library), TNT (Template Numerical Toolkit) and Boost. While MTL and TNT claim to be fully templated, in reality the code still contains hard coded float, double and int variables. This renders them useless when trying to generate a true multiprecision matrix library by use of the above precompiler. Fortunately, Boost provides templated C ++ classes for several types of matrices: dense, sparse, triangular, banded, symmetric, hermitian, etc. The library covers the usual basic linear algebra operations on vectors and matrices and provides BLAS level 1, 2, 3 functionality.
Our matrix library is based on the templated Boost uBLAS routines and uses our high precision data types implemented in the classes MpIeee, Rational and BigInt as its data types. When different types are used in an expression, the arguments are automatically converted to a predefined (larger) type unless the cast operator is used to force conversion to a certain data type. The resulting library is very time and memory efficient by using advanced template techniques similar to the delayed evaluation techniques used by our own high precision classes.
5 Matlab parser MPL (Multi Precision Lab) implements a subset of the Matlab language but has a superset of multiprecision types. Starting from Matlab scripts, our lexer and parser construct an abstract syntax tree. This tree can then be interpreted in our environment or compiled into C ++ sources. In their turn, these C ++ sources can easily be compiled into standalone executables. These executables are faster because no iteration in the abstract syntax tree is required.
Here is a short overview of the implemented subset:
-Block encapsulation: begin, end. Subsequently, we extend the Matlab language with functions to alter the current floating-point environment settings:
-mode: with an argument mpieee, rational, complex, double, int or logical to specify the type. -rounding: with an argument nearest, up, down, zero to specify the rounding.
-exponent: two arguments specifying the minimal exponent L and the maximal exponent U with L = 1 − U . -radix: one argument which sets the value of the radix.
-outputmode: one argument with a value between 1 and 13 for the different output modes and 0 to reset the status flags.
Garbage collection is done using reference counting pointers. This is not as efficient as for instance mark-and-sweep but for our purposes (especially for compiling into readable C ++ source code) it is the best option. Also we are able to use the already available shared pointer from the Boost library. Due to the nature of our language we do not have to worry about cycles in object pointers and (inefficient) tracing routines to resolve them.
Strangely, generic memory management libraries do not seem to be freely available. This is a pity because every garbage collecting language (such as Perl, Python, Java, . . . ) has to implement memory management schemes.
Runtime library loader
The runtime library loader LibLoader enables the loading of shared libraries at runtime. This way the Matlab parser can be extended with various algorithms selected from high precision precompiled versions of numerical libraries of choice such as Numerical Recipes [10] and GSL [11] . An overview of the MPL environment and more precisely how LibLoader fits in the picture, is shown in Figure 1 .
The implementation of LibLoader consists of various wrapper classes around the free cross-platform libraries FFCall and GNU Libtool. We have to circumvent compile time checking of types by using the void* pointer, since it is the only way to pass class objects to functions that are loaded dynamically. Proper use of the precompiler guarantees that the object types of the loaded library and the types used in our interpreter and compiler are identical.
Another pitfall when loading arbitrary libraries and calling arbitrary routines is the precise knowledge of the arguments and their dimension(s). Without this information, no successful calls can be made without getting errors, or worse, memory leaks. This is not surprising, since the same caution is required when calling the routines from ordinary C/C ++ .
Interfacing to Numerical Recipes
Let us now describe how a multiprecision version of the Numerical Recipes library can be loaded into MPL. First, the precompiler is used to convert every function file so that it uses a multiprecision type of choice. The precompiled output files are then compiled and linked into a shared library. Unfortunately some files do not link or corrupt the generated multiprecision library because of the use of global or external variables. The shared library can then be loaded as follows: libname = '/home/mpl/scripts/recipes'; loadlibrary( libname );
However, loading the library at runtime causes MpIeee objects to use a separate environment. This environment has to be synchronized with the environment used inside the parser. Therefore one has to add two functions, called 
Interfacing to GSL
To call routines of the GSL library, we need to follow a slightly different approach. We fine tune the conversion of GSL using the precompiler so that all double and float instances in computations are replaced by a multiprecision type. The variables used exclusively for array or matrix indexing are left untouched for better performance. After this conversion we still cannot use the GSL routines directly in the parser like we did with Numerical Recipes. The reason for this is that GSL uses C structs and specific memory allocating calls like malloc for the implementation of vector, matrix and interval types.
To map the types used in GSL to the types of the matrix library used in the parser, we need interfacing wrapper functions. Here is a skeleton of such a wrapper function: // copy returned value(s) into plhs } These wrapper functions are very similar to the Matlab mex functions. One way to automate the construction of these wrapper functions is to use the SWIG tool which is also used successfully by Python to import various libraries.
Example
We implement a remarkable example [12, 13] where all hardware precisions, even quadruple precision, go wrong: as it should be. MPL also allows a correct value for y to be computed in rational arithmetic. This example shows that it is very straightforward to go from hardware to multiprecision using our MPL environment. All the functionality is also available from within a cross-platform GUI: run scripts, set the radix, increase or decrease the precision and exponent range, change the rounding modes and default types.
